The difference between Modules and Courses

A degree program consists in different modules which are needed for a successful graduation. Within a module different courses about several topics are offered. In some cases courses do not have the same title as the module. We recommend you to inform you beforehand which modules and courses belong together.

You earn your ECTS-credits by finishing the module – not the course.

Example:

The module „Literature and Media“ hosts three different courses:

- Literature and Media: Celtic Fringe
- Literature and Media: Sound, Vision and Text
- Seriality! Popular Media and Narrative Form

All three of them can be credited for the module „Literature and Media“.
On KU Campus you can see all the courses the module is offering:

Attention: For some modules it is necessary to see several courses, in others it is just one (e.g. Seminar or Seminar + Practice Seminar.)

Example:

In this case only one course (Seminar) is needed to pass the module.
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